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A Simple Passive Attitude Stabilizer
for Palm-size Aerial Vehicles

Motoyasu Tanaka, Member, IEEE, Ying Jen Chen, Member, IEEE, Kazuo Tanaka, Fellow, IEEE, and
Hua O. Wang, Senior Member, IEEE

Abstract— This paper presents a simple passive attitude sta-
bilizer (PAS) for vision-based stabilization of palm-size aerial
vehicles. First, a mathematical dynamic model of a palm-size
aerial vehicle with the proposed PAS is constructed. Stability
analysis for the dynamics is carried out in terms of Lyapunov
stability theory. The analysis results show that the proposed
stabilizer guarantees passive stabilizing behavior, i.e., passive
attitude recovering, of the aerial vehicle for small perturbations
from a stability theory point of view. Experimental results
demonstrate the utility of the proposed PAS for the aerial vehicle.

Index Terms— Lyapunov stability theory, palm-size aerial ve-
hicle, passive attitude stabilizer.

I. INTRODUCTION

IN recent years, small-scale aerial vehicles (like palm-
size indoor helicopters), e.g., [1]-[4], have received great

attention in the research literature of unmanned aerial vehicles
(UAVs) [5] -[7] and micro air vehicles (MAVs) [8]-[9]. Despite
recent advances, autonomous control of MAVs remains a
challenging problem. Since MAVs cannot fly for a long time
and are seriously influenced by wind conditions, MAVs are
suitable for indoor use. However, GPS is not available for
measuring their position in indoor environments. In addition,
MAVs have limited payload. Stabilization for indoor palm-size
helicopters has been reported in [1]-[4]. Due to the payload
limit as well as the absence of GPS signals, these studies em-
ploy external sensors like CCD camera-type vision sensors to
stabilize the indoor helicopters. Instead of constructing control
systems using external sensors, in this paper, we construct a
control system for a palm-size helicopter using only an on-
board wireless vision sensor. Specifically, we develop a simple
and lightweight PAS to assist stable flight of the palm-size
helicopter with only a wireless vision sensor. The use of a
wireless vision (internal) sensor is suitable for our eventual
research objective of gathering visual information in narrow
indoor space. Further discussion of this aspect is presented in
Section V.

There exist a number of stabilizers, e.g., bell-hiller bar [10],
tilting rotator of picoflyer [11], etc., for helicopters. Since the
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main blade cyclic in bell-hiller control systems is controlled
partly by flybar tilt and partly by direct cyclic control from a
swash plate, it is not lightweight. Therefore, due to the payload
limitation (60 [g] in our aerial vehicle), it is not available
for palm-size aerial vehicles. Though the tilting rotor of the
picoflyer is not heavyweight, it is basically the same structure
as the well-known co-axial counter rotating type helicopter.
Only the anti-torque is cancelled by co-axial counter rotating
blade. However it has no self-recovering stabilizing properties
in the attitude (the roll and pitch angles). Thus, in [10], [11],
the effect of stabilizers was not discussed.

This paper presents a simple, lightweight and novel PAS,
that realizes passively stabilization of the attitude (the roll and
pitch angles) without (active) feedback control, for ‘vision-
based’ stabilization of indoor ‘palm-size’ aerial vehicles. With
the aforementioned payload limitation, inertial measurement
units (IMUs) are not suited to use as position and attitude
sensors due to their heavyweight. Moreover GPS is not
available for indoor environments. We solve these problems
by employing a single and lightweight CCD camera-type
vision sensor for position and attitude measurement. Vision
sensors are generally low precision in comparison with the
IMU-based measurement. Therefore, it is difficult to stabilize
aerial vehicles only using a single vision sensor in real world
experiments. The passive stabilizer developed in this paper
renders stable flight in real world environments. The passive
stabilizer is analyzed in terms of Lyapunov stability theory.
Experimental results demonstrate the utility and effectiveness
of the stabilizer.

II. PASSIVE ATTITUDE STABILIZER

Fig. 1 shows the R/C palm-size helicopter and the experi-
mental system. The sampling rate is 30 [Hz]. The palm-size
helicopter is a co-axial counter rotating type helicopter. The

Fig. 1. R/C palm-size helicopter and experimental system.
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weight of the small-light wireless camera is 55 [g] and is not
over the payload limitation (60 [g]). The position and attitude
of the helicopter are calculated by an open-source software,
PTAM[12], based on vision obtained from the wireless camera.
The PTAM is a method of estimating camera pose (only by a
single camera) in an unknown scene.

A key feature of realizing the passive stabilization is to
utilize the moment of anti-gravity. To generate the moment, we
use a Helium gasbag that is lighter than the air. Fig. 2 shows
the palm-size helicopter attaching the PAS. An important point
is that the flight concept of our palm-size helicopter attaching
the stabilizer is completely different from that of lighter-
than-air (blimp) platforms utilizing lift forces generated from
Helium gas [13], [14]. The lighter-than-air (blimp) platforms
generate 100% lift forces from Helium gas. On the other
hand, the passive stabilization can be realized with a gasbag
generating only 9.79% (= 23[g]/235[g] × 100) lift force of
the overall weight 235 [g].

Fig. 2. Palm-size helicopter attaching passive attitude stabilizer.

III. PASSIVE STABILITY ANALYSIS

The dynamics of the helicopter in the body-fixed frame can
be described as (1)-(6) [15].

m(u̇(t) + q(t)w(t)− r(t)v(t)) = FX(t), (1)
m(v̇(t) + r(t)u(t)− p(t)w(t)) = FY (t), (2)
m(ẇ(t) + p(t)v(t)− q(t)u(t)) = FZ(t), (3)
IX ṗ(t) + (IZ − IY )q(t)r(t) =MX(t), (4)
IY q̇(t) + (IX − IZ)r(t)p(t) =MY (t), (5)
IZ ṙ(t) + (IY − IX)p(t)q(t) =MZ(t). (6)

The dynamics consist of the force equations (1)-(3) and the
moment equations (4)-(6). Table I shows the definition of vari-
ables and parameters used in the dynamic model in the body-
fixed frame, where X, Y and Z axes denote longitudinal/roll,
lateral/pitch and vertical/yaw axes, respectively. Table II shows
a list of other variables and parameters excepting those shown
in Table I. The body angular velocities can be represented in

terms of Euler angles and Euler rates.

p(t) = φ̇(t)− ψ̇(t)Sθ(t), (7)

q(t) = θ̇(t)Cφ(t) + ψ̇(t)Cθ(t)Sφ(t), (8)

r(t) = ψ̇(t)Cθ(t)Cφ(t)− θ̇(t)Sφ(t), (9)

where φ(t), θ(t), ψ(t) denote the Euler angles. Sφ(t), Cφ(t)
and Tθ(t) denotes sinφ(t), cosφ(t) and tan θ(t), respectively.
The Euler rates can be represented in terms of the Euler angles
and the body angular velocities.

φ̇(t) = p(t) + q(t)Sφ(t)Tθ(t) + r(t)Cφ(t)Tθ(t), (10)

θ̇(t) = q(t)Cφ(t)− r(t)Sφ(t), (11)

ψ̇(t) = q(t)Sφ(t) sec θ(t) + r(t)Cφ(t) sec θ(t). (12)

Note that the X, Y and Z axes in Table I are defined in
the body-fixed frame. The definition is the same as those in
standard literature [15]. The x, y and z axes (in the inertial
frame) in Sections III, IV and V are appropriately defined in
the indoor experimental field. Velocities in the inertial frame
are obtained in terms of the Euler angles and the body velocity
components.⎡

⎢⎣
dx(t)
dt
dy(t)
dt
dz(t)
dt

⎤
⎥⎦ = R(φ(t), θ(t), ψ(t))

⎡
⎣ u(t)
v(t)
w(t)

⎤
⎦ ,

where

R(φ(t), θ(t), ψ(t)) =⎡
⎣ CθCψ SφSθCψ − CφSψ CφSθCψ + SφSψ
CθSψ SφSθSψ − CφCψ CφSθSψ − SφCψ
−Sθ SφCθ CφCθ

⎤
⎦ . (13)

TABLE I
DEFINITION OF VARIABLES AND PARAMETERS IN BODY-FIXED FRAME.

u, v, w velocity (X-axis, Y-axis, Z-axis)
p, q, r angular velocity (X-axis, Y-axis, Z-axis)
m mass (m=0.235kg)
IX , IY , IZ moments of inertia with respect to X, Y and Z axes

(IX = IY = 3.4× 10−3, IZ = 1.8× 10−3kg ·m2)
FX , FY , FZ translational forces to X, Y and Z axes
MX ,MY ,MZ rotational forces around X, Y and Z axes

TABLE II
DEFINITION OF OTHER VARIABLES AND PARAMETERS.

φ, θ, ψ Euler angles
φ̇, θ̇, ψ̇ Euler rates
h distance between center of gasbag and center of gravity
ra radius of gasbag
g acceleration of gravity (9.80665 kg ·m/s2)
ρa, ρh densities of air (1.205 kg/m3) and Helium (0.1785 kg/m3 )
CD cross-section drag coefficient of sphere (gasbag) (CD=0.5)
μ coefficient of viscosity of air (μ =1.82 ·10−5 kg ·s/m2)

We start to consider dynamics of motion of the palm-size
helicopter with the PAS for small perturbations (with respect to
the roll and pitch angles). Therefore, we focus on the roll and
pitch angles dynamics, i.e., (4) and (5). We assume that a small
perturbation with respect to the roll and pitch angles is given
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at any hovering positions. Hence, φ(t) and θ(t) caused by the
small perturbation are small and note that p(t) � φ̇(t) and
q(t) � θ̇(t). In this case, MX(t) and MY (t) relate to the lift
force L (generated by the gasbag), the inertial drag force, and
viscous drag force of the gasbag. Due to symmetric structure
of the co-axial counter rotating type helicopter, note that IX =
IY . Then, the roll and pitch angles dynamics including the
gasbag dynamics can be obtained as

Iṗ(t) + (IZ − I)q(t)r(t)

= −h2cvφ̇(t)− h3ci|φ̇(t)|φ̇(t)− LhSφ(t), (14)
Iq̇(t) + (I − IZ)r(t)p(t)

= −h2cv θ̇(t)− h3ci|θ̇(t)|θ̇(t)− LhSθ(t), (15)

where ci = 1
2ρaCD(πr

2
a), cv = 6πμra, I = IX = IY .

L (L = 4
3πr

3
a(ρa− ρh)g) denotes the lift force of the gasbag.

The first and second terms in the right sides of (14) and
(15) denote the rotational forces generated by the viscous and
inertial drag forces of the gasbag, respectively. The third terms
denote the rotational force generated by the lift force L of the
gasbag. Since sinφ(t) can be approximated with φ(t) from the
above assumptions, the roll and pitch dynamics of the palm-
size helicopter with the PAS can be described as follows.

Mpẍ(t) +Kp(ẋ(t), r(t))ẋ(t) +Gpx(t) = 0, (16)

where x(t) = [φ(t) θ(t)]T , Mp = diag[I I], Gp =
diag[Lh Lh],

Kp(ẋ(t), r(t)) =

[
h2cv + h3ci|φ̇(t)| r(t)(IZ − I)

−r(t)(IZ − I) h2cv + h3ci|θ̇(t)|
]
.

Now let us consider a candidate of the following Lyapunov
function V1(x(t), ẋ(t)).

V1(x(t), ẋ(t)) =
1

2
ẋT (t)Mpẋ(t) +

1

2
xT (t)Gpx(t) (17)

Note that V1(x(t), ẋ(t)) = 0 at x(t) = 0 and ẋ(t) = 0,
and V1(x(t), ẋ(t)) > 0 at x(t) �= 0 and ẋ(t) �= 0 since
Mp > 0 and Gp > 0. In addition, V1(x(t), ẋ(t)) is radially
unbounded. By taking time derivative along the trajectory of
(16), V̇1(x(t), ẋ(t)) can be calculated as

V̇1(x(t), ẋ(t)) =
1

2
ẍT (t)Mpẋ(t) +

1

2
ẋT (t)Mpẍ(t)

+
1

2
ẋT (t)Gpx(t) +

1

2
xT (t)Gpẋ(t)

=
1

2
(−Kp(ẋ(t), r(t))ẋ(t)−Gpx(t))

T ẋ(t)

+
1

2
ẋT (t)(−Kp(ẋ(t), r(t))ẋ(t)−Gpx(t))

+
1

2
ẋT (t)Gpx(t) +

1

2
xT (t)Gpẋ(t)

= −ẋT (t)Kp(ẋ(t), r(t))ẋ(t)

= −(h2cv + h3ci|φ̇(t)|)φ̇2(t)
−(h2cv + h3ci|θ̇(t)|)θ̇2(t). (18)

It should be noted that V1(x(t), ẋ(t)) is a continuously dif-
ferentiable, radially unbounded and positive definite function.

V̇1(x(t), ẋ(t)) is always non-positive for any ẋ(t) since h, cv
and ci are positive values. Note that

− ẋT (t)Kp(ẋ(t), r(t))ẋ(t)

= −ẋT (t)diag(Kp(ẋ(t), r(t)))Iẋ(t). (19)

Let S1 = {(x(t), ẋ(t)) | V̇1(x(t), ẋ(t)) = 0}. Then, it is
clear that no solution can stay identically in S1, other than
the trivial solution x(t) = 0 and ẋ(t) = 0. Hence, from
Krasovskii-LaSalle’s principle, the origin of (16) is globally
asymptotically stable [16]. Thus, the passive stability, φ(t) →
0 and θ(t) → 0, can be realized by using the proposed
passive stabilizer. Section V will show that the PAS works
well although the stabilizer is simple.

The moments of inertia play an important role. In fact, the
second term in the Lyapunov function candidate (17) is con-
structed using the moment of inertia generated by the gasbag
lift force. Taking the time derivative of (17) along the system
trajectory, V̇1(x(t), ẋ(t)) is guaranteed to become negative
excepting x(t) = 0. Eq. (18) shows that V̇1(x(t), ẋ(t)) is
represented using the moments of inertia generated from the
viscous and inertial forces of the gasbag. Thus, we can see that
the passive stability is guaranteed by the moments generated
from the gasbag. In this paper, we design the parameters
(h and ra) of the stabilizer as follows: ra = 0.175 and
h = 0.37. Clearly, the passive stabilizer with any h > 0
and ra > 0 guarantees passive stabilization for the roll and
pitch angles dynamics. In addition, larger h and ra realize
faster convergence. Thus if larger h and ra are selected, the
performance of the passive stabilization becomes stronger.
However it causes an enlargement of the aerial vehicle size.
The gasbag with ra = 0.175 generates about 23 [g] lift force.
The whole body weight including the passive stabilizer is
about 235 [g]. As mentioned before, the passive stabilization
can be realized with a gasbag generating only 9.79% lift force
of the overall weight, although other lighter-than-air (blimp)
platforms generate 100% lift forces from Helium gas. If the
gasbag is needed to have the 100% lift force for own weight,
its volume becomes approximately 10 times larger than the
volume of the current gasbag.

IV. FLIGHT CONTROL SYSTEM ANALYSIS

In Section IV, we analyze the flight control system that
consists of the passive attitude (the roll and pitch angles)
stabilizer and an active feedback controller (the yaw angle and
position). The passive attitude stabilizer can be expected to
weaken the strong coupling between the attitude and position.
This fact means that it becomes easier to stabilize the yaw
angle and position since the stabilizer achieves the passive
stabilization of the roll and pitch angles. The fact will be
found in experimental results later. Thus, if the palm-size
helicopter has the stabilizer, it is enough to design a controller
that stabilizes the yaw angle and the x, y, z positions. The
remaining dynamics excepting the roll and pitch dynamics
are described as (1)-(3) and (6). Since I = IY = IX , the
equations of motion can be described as follows. The matrix
representation of (1)-(3) and (6) is rewritten as

Mmζ̇(t) +Km(p(t), q(t), r(t))ζ(t) = u(t), (20)
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where ζ(t) = [u(t) v(t) w(t) r(t)]T , u(t) =
[Fx(t) Fy(t) Fz(t) Mz(t)]

T , Mm = diag [m m m m IZ ],

Km(p(t), q(t), r(t)) =

⎡
⎢⎢⎣

0 −r(t) q(t) 0
r(t) 0 −p(t) 0
−q(t) p(t) 0 0
0 0 0 0

⎤
⎥⎥⎦ .

A simple feedback controller (the yaw angle and position) is
designed to realize stable flight to desired waypoints.

u(t) = −F1ζ(t)− T T (ψ(t))F2e(t), (21)

where F1 > 0, F2 > 0,

T (ψ(t)) =

[
R(0, 0, ψ(t)) 03×1

01×3 1

]
, (22)

and e(t) = [ex(t) ey(t) ez(t) eψ(t)]
T , ex(t) = x(t) − rx,

ey(t) = y(t)− ry , ez(t) = z(t)− rz and eψ(t) = ψ(t)− rψ .
rx, ry , rz and rψ denote the constant target vaules of x, y, z
and ψ, respectively. Note that ψ̇(t) � r(t) from (11) and (12),
and recall q(t) � θ̇(t) from the discussions in Section III.
Therefore, we have the following relation between ė(t) and
ζ(t), ė(t) = T (ψ(t))ζ(t). We can obtain the original control
inputs (to the real helicopter, i.e., throttle, elevator, ailerons and
rudder) from FX(t), FY (t), FZ(t) and Mz(t). By substituting
(21) into (20), we have the dynamics of the feedback system.

Mmζ̇(t) + (Km(p(t), q(t), r(t)) + F1)ζ(t)

+ T T (ψ(t))F2e(t) = 0. (23)

Now let us consider a candidate of the following Lyapunov
function V2(e(t), ζ(t)).

V2(e(t), ζ(t)) =
1

2
ζT (t)Mmζ(t) +

1

2
eT (t)F2e(t) (24)

Note that V2(e(t), ζ(t)) = 0 at e(t) = 0 and ζ(t) = 0,
and V2(e(t), ζ(t)) > 0 at e(t) �= 0 and ζ(t) �= 0 since
Mm > 0 and F2 > 0. In addition, V2(e(t), ζ(t)) is radially
unbounded. By taking time derivative along the trajectory of
(23) and considering the relation (22), V̇2(e(t), ζ(t)) can be
calculated as

V̇2(e(t), ζ(t)) =
1

2
(−(Km(p(t), q(t), r(t)) + F1)ζ(t)

−T T (ψ(t))F2e(t))
T ζ(t)

+
1

2
ζT (t)(−(Km(p(t), q(t), r(t)) + F1)ζ(t)

−T T (ψ(t))F2e(t))

+
1

2
ėT (t)F2e(t) +

1

2
eT (t)F2ė(t)

= −ζT (t)(Km(p(t), q(t), r(t)) + F1)ζ(t)

= −ζT (t)F1ζ(t). (25)

It should be noted that V2(e(t), ζ(t)) is a continuously d-
ifferentiable, radially unbounded, positive definite function.
V̇2(e(t), ζ(t)) is always non-positive for any ζ(t) since
Km(p(t), q(t), r(t)) is a skew symmetric matrix and F1 > 0.
Note that −ζT (t)K(p(t), q(t), r(t))ζ(t) = 0. Let S2 =
{(e(t), ζ(t)) | V̇2(e(t), ζ(t)) = 0}. Then, it is clear that no
solution can stay identically in S2, other than the trivial solu-
tion e(t) = 0 and ζ(t) = 0. Hence, from Krasovskii-LaSalle’s

Fig. 3. Hovering control result without stabilizer (x-y and roll-pitch plots).

principle, the origin of (23) is globally asymptotically stable.
Thus, the control system can be stabilized by the controller.

V. FLIGHT EXPERIMENTS

Section V shows flight control results without/with the PAS.
To simply verify the effect of the PAS during feedback control,
we first consider the hovering situation. Next, we carry out
flight tasks to desired waypoints.

Fig.3 shows the hovering control result (on the x-y plane
and the roll-pitch plane) without the stabilizer, where the target
positions of x and y are 0 [mm] and 0[mm], respectively.
The control result is directly influenced by the low precision
vision sensing. In fact, only 47% samples during the control
are stabilized in the stable region Ω, where Ω is defined as Ω =
{(φ(t), θ(t))|√φ2(t) + θ2(t) < 0.05}. φ(t) and θ(t) denote
the roll and pitch angles, respectively. Thus, it is difficult to
stabilize the helicopter only using a single vision sensor in
real world environment. Fig.4 presents the hovering control
result with the PAS. All 100% samples during the control
are stabilized in the stable region Ω. The experiment results
demonstrate that the PAS renders stable flight in real world
environment.

Next, we carry out a flight task for a rectangular trajectory
formed by four desired waypoints from (x(0), y(0)) =(0[mm],
0[mm]) at keeping z(t)=1000 [mm]. The vertex points of the
rectangular trajectory are Point A (0 [mm], 0 [mm]), Point
B (2000 [mm], 0 [mm]), Point C (2000 [mm], 1500 [mm])
and Point D (0 [mm], 1500 [mm]). Figs. 5 and 6 show the
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Fig. 4. Hovering control result with stabilizer (x-y and roll-pitch plots).

trajectory control results (x, y and z) without/with the PAS,
respectively, where the green and blue lines denote the targets
and control results, respectively. It can be seen that the control
with the PAS achieves more stable flight. Fig. 7 shows the roll
and pitch angles plot without/with the PAS, respectively. 19%
samples and 86% samples during the A, B, C and D waypoint
hoverings are stabilized in Ω, respectively. In addition, the
maximum roll and pitch amplitudes in the stabilizer-case are
much smaller than those in the non-stabilizer case. Fig. 8
also shows the trajectory control result with the PAS. The
difference between Fig. 8 and Fig. 6 is that the flight in Fig.
8 is required to fly two times faster than that in Fig. 6. Even
in this case, the control system is still stabilized, although the
non-stabilizer case cannot keep the altitude as soon as control
starts. In particular, the roll and pitch angles rapidly increase
due to no effect of passive stabilizer.

A drawback of using the gasbag is that it might restrict the
motion of the helicopter. However, the experimental results
show the utility of the PAS proposed in this paper. Thus,
our framework gives a possible solution for visual information
gathering tasks (via the palm-size helicopter) from the air in
indoor environments. Larger h and ra realize faster conver-
gence. Conversely, smaller ra miniaturizes the size of gasbag.
Thus we can design h and ra by considering the balance
among its motion restriction, the size of gasbag and the degree
of stability. The optimum design for h and ra depends on
considered tasks in given indoor environments and will be
one of our future subjects.

Fig. 5. Waypoint flying control result (without stabilizer).

Fig. 6. Waypoint flying control result (with stabilizer).

Table III shows a comparison with the existing palm-size
aerial vehicle control studies [1], [2], [3], [4]. As mentioned
before, our eventual research objective is to realize visual
information gathering tasks in narrow indoor spaces. Hence,
in Table III, small aerial vehicles whose widths are less
than 40 [cm] are presented. Excepting our work, the existing
small aerial vehicle control studies are achieved with external
sensors or external markers. This situation means that the
small aerial vehicles cannot be controlled outside external sen-
sor/marker areas. In other words, they showed only hovering
results since the small aerial vehicles cannot widely flight
outside external sensor/marker areas. The class (less than 40
[cm] width) of small aerial vehicles currently needs assistance
of the passive stabilizer in order to widely flight by automatic
control in narrow indoor spaces. The work [4] has dealt with
two kinds of small aerial vehicles. One of them is extremely
small (13.6 [cm]). If the passive stabilizer can be installed
to the extremely small helicopter, it may be able to widely
flight. Thus, if a much smaller size helicopter is developed,
the gasbag size itself can be relatively miniaturized and our
framework can be still applied to a much smaller helicopter
with a smaller gasbag. In fact, since automatic control of a
much smaller helicopter becomes more difficult, the passive
stabilizer is useful in practice and a much smaller helicopter
with a smaller gasbag can be applied to visual information
gathering tasks in much narrower space environments.
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TABLE III
COMPARISON WITH THE EXISTING PALM-SIZE AERIAL VEHICLE CONTROL STUDIES.

Weight [g] Size [cm] Sensors Markers Control Stability
(incl. rotors) Analysis

Our work 235 35 Camera (internal) None Hovering, Trajectory Done
Yoshihata [1] 220 35 Two cameras (external) 4 markers Hovering None
Wu [2] 230 36 Camera (external) 6 markers Hovering None
Kubota [3] 255 35 Camera (internal) Line marker (on field) Hovering None
Wang [4] 12.3 13.6 Pan-tilt camera (external) Marker Hovering Done (linear)

195 36 Pan-tilt camera (external) Marker Hovering Done (linear)
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Fig. 7. Roll and pitch plot (Upper two plots:without stabilizer, Lower two
plots:with stabilizer.)
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Fig. 8. Waypoint flying control result with stabilizer (faster movement).

VI. CONCLUSIONS

This paper has presented a simple PAS for vision-based
stabilization of palm-size aerial vehicles. First, a mathematical
dynamic model of a palm-size aerial vehicle with the PAS
proposed in this paper has been constructed. Stability analysis
for the dynamics has been carried out in terms of Lyapunov
stability theory. The analysis results have shown that the
proposed stabilizer guarantees passive stabilizing behavior,
i.e., passive attitude recovering, of the aerial vehicle for small
perturbations from a stability theory point of view. Experimen-
tal results have demonstrated the utility of the proposed PAS
for the aerial vehicle.
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